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60 years of Old Country Roses

Royal Albert Art Director, Harold Holdcroft, created 
Old Country Roses in the early 1960’s with a design 
inspired by a 1921 Royal Albert archive pattern, King’s 
Ransom. Sixty years later, Old Country Roses is still 
as popular as ever and one of the world’s best selling 
fine bone china teaware collections, a nostalgic and 

quintessentially English pattern that took Harold 
Holdcroft a year to design. Reflecting on his work the 
designer said at the time “we decided to incorporate all 
the ingredients we knew would be acceptable, a richness 
and softness of colour, good quality materials and a 
romantic design chosen to appeal to everyone’s taste.” 

Celebrating our most 
famous design
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Harold Holdcroft adds “all these elements are 
incorporated in the pattern which features lush deep 
red roses combined with delicate pink tea roses, an 
overall softening of the pattern is achieved by using a 
soft shade of green and the rich gold stipple trim gives 
the rose sprays a feeling of warmth and continuity.”

Old Country Roses was originally launched in 1962 
and is now renowned for being synonymous with 
Royal Albert and regarded as an essential table 
accessory for any traditional English afternoon tea 
party. 

Designed with a flamboyant flair associated with the 
design of the 1960’s and decorated with lustrous gold 
banding, the colourful pattern features a floral design 
depicting burgundy, pink and yellow roses and is 
inspired by a quintessentially English summer country 
garden in full bloom.

For anyone discovering Old Country Roses for the 
first time, here are a few interesting facts.

We are…Royal Albert
We know a thing or two about hosting an afternoon 
tea party, after all, we have been making fine bone 
china teaware since 1904. We are about adding 
our unique touch of romantic fun to all things 
quintessentially English and creating pretty, feminine 
and nostalgic teaware and gifting collections.

We are...Quintessentially English
Established in 1896 we are inspired by everything 
English, from the rose our national flower, to the 
beautiful blooms and flowering borders of a colourful 
English country garden.

We are...Quality
We firmly believe that by sipping tea from a 
beautifully made fine bone china cup you can escape 
to a charming world from a bygone era, filled with 
romance and nostalgia. Our china has been admired 
for generations thanks to its incredible lightness, 
strength and almost translucent quality. By choosing 
Royal Albert you can create wonderful nostalgic 
memories and add a touch of vintage luxury to any 
afternoon tea experience.
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We are...Timeless
Our history and manufacturing roots can be firmly 
found in the Albert Works, built to commemorate the 
birth of Prince Albert in 1895. The Albert Works was 
owned by Thomas Wild and with his sons, he built a 
reputation for specialising in beautiful yet affordable 
ceramic tea, breakfast and dessert wares, all decorated 
with floral designs.

We are...Charming
Steeped in heritage and a vintage sensibility, Royal 
Albert takes great pride in creating designs with 
an attention to detail and exquisite styling. All our 
products are beautifully presented and wrapped in 
romantically inspired packaging, meaning that every 
time you gift someone Royal Albert, the moment is 
made special and the feeling treasured, even if you are 
treating yourself.

Old Country Roses is an extensive collection of over 
seventy pieces and includes many collectable items, 
ranging from a traditional three piece afternoon tea 
set consisting of a teapot, milk jug and sugar bowl, 
to almost every tableware item you will ever need to 
entertain in style. 

The teaware collection includes a decadent three tier 
cake stand, a single cake stand and matching floral 
decorated cake slice, various sizes of side plates and 
dessert bowls perfect for indulgent treats, sandwich 
trays and oval serving plates for savoury surprises and 
for those who want to enjoy Old Country Roses any 
time of the day, the collection even includes a range of 
tableware suitable for every dining occasion. 

Join the party and celebrate sixty years in style by 
bringing new life to a classic design.
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Notes to Editors
Royal Albert
A quintessentially English experience evoking a feeling 
of nostalgia and tradition. Pretty floral patterns create a 
youthful and romantic spirit, the delicate teaware is an 
indulgent treat to be enjoyed alone or shared with friends. 
Royal Albert loved today and treasured forever.
wedgwood.com

Fiskars Group
Making the everyday extraordinary 
Fiskars Group’s vision is to create a positive, lasting impact 
on our quality of life. Our brands Fiskars, Gerber, Iittala, 
Royal Copenhagen, Waterford and Wedgwood are 
present in people’s everyday lives - at home, in the garden 
and outdoors. This gives us an opportunity to make the 
everyday extraordinary today and for future generations. 
We have a presence in 30 countries and our products are 
available in more than 100 countries. Our shares are listed 
on the Nasdaq Helsinki ((FSKRS)). Please visit us at www.
fiskarsgroup.com for more information and follow us on 
Twitter@fiskarsgroup.
fiskarsgroup.com

For further information and high resolution images 
please contact:

Global
Mark Fleming - mark.fleming@fiskars.com

UK
ANM Communications - wedgwood@anmcomms.com
Samantha Walters - samantha.walters@fiskars.com

US
Michele Nidoy - michele.nidoy@fiskars.com

Australia
Mattia Bondanza - mattia.bondanza@fiskars.com
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Product Details

3 Piece Tea Set
H: 26cm, L: 27cm ((teapot))
H: 9cm, D: 13cm ( (milk jug))
H: 9cm, D: 14cm ((lidded sugar bowl))
Global RRP: GBP 185

3 Tier Cake Stand
H: 30cm
D: 27cm
Global RRP: GBP 75

Single Cake Stand
H: 10cm
D: 27cm
Global RRP: GBP 100

Teacup and Saucer
H: 8.5cm ((cup))
D: 11cm ((cup))
D: 14cm ((saucer))
Global RRP: GBP 30

Serving Plate and Cake Slice
D: 30cm ((plate))
L: 28cm ((cake slice))
Global RRP: GBP 85

Side Plates - Set of 4
D: 20cm
Global RRP: GBP 85

Sandwich Tray
L: 17cm
W: 10cm
Global RRP: GBP 60


